Dodge dakota instrument cluster not working

The dashboard gauges in your car tell a complex story about everything from your current rate
of speed to the state and health of your engine, and even whether or not things like your
headlights are switched on. Different vehicles have different gauges, and some instrument
panels are much more complicated than others. When one gauge stops working, the problem
may be in the gauge itself or a bad sensor, while all the gauges cutting out at the same time
often indicates a blown fuse or a defective instrument cluster. The most common causes of the
gauges in a car not working can be broken down into three scenarios:. None of the gauges
work. There are a lot of different types of instrument cluster designs and configurations, but
when all of the gauges in a car stop working at once, the problem is usually either a fuse or
wiring problem. The first step in diagnosing this type of issue is to identify the fuse associated
with the instrument cluster or gauges. The fuse should have power on both sides when the
ignition key is turned to the on position. If the fuse is good, the next thing you or your mechanic
will want to do is to check for power at the individual gauges. This usually requires removing
the instrument cluster, which can be quite difficult and time-consuming in some vehicles. At a
bare minimum, you will probably have to remove some trim pieces and unscrew the cluster to
pull it free. The difficulty level is usually on par with installing a new car radio , so if you're
comfortable with that job, you can probably handle this one. You may be able to check the
ground by looking up under the dash with a flashlight, but you will have to actually remove the
instrument cluster in many cases. When the gauges seem to move erratically, or they are
pegged at the highest possible reading, the problem is usually a bad component like an
instrument voltage regulator or a bad ground. Erratic gauges, or gauges that seem to read
uniformly low, are usually caused by a bad instrument voltage regulator. In some cases, you
may be able to remove the regulator, clean the connector terminals, and reinstall it. Gauges that
all read full all the time are usually caused by a loose or bad ground. In some cases, you may
find that the entire instrument cluster is bad. Early electronic instrument clusters had digital
readouts much like an LCD alarm clock, while the modern equivalent often simulates analog
gauges in a much more sophisticated way. In either case, diagnosing and repairing or
reconditioning this type of instrument cluster is outside the realm of the typical do-it-yourselfer,
unless you want to just replace the entire thing and hope for the best. When a single gauge
stops working, the problem is either in the gauge, the wiring, or the sending unit. If you are
comfortable locating and removing sending units and sensors, you can diagnose this type of
problem yourself. Using your coolant temperature gauge as an example, the diagnostic
procedure involves locating and disconnecting the sending unit. With the ignition on, the gauge
should register cold. If you connect the sending unit wire to ground, the gauge should switch to
read hot. If the gauge moves as expected, then you can suspect a bad sending unit. Similar
tests can be performed on all of the gauges in your instrument cluster, although the specific
procedures can differ from one application to another. While all gauges can be either analog or
digital, speedometers are unique in that they can have either mechanical or electrical inputs. All
other dash gauges are connected to sensors or sending units via wires, while your
speedometer may utilize either a speed sensor or a physical cable. In vehicles that use cables,
the speedometer is physically coupled to the transmission via a cable. The cable is usually
square on both ends or square on one end and slotted on the other. When the cable breaks, the
gauge may not move at all, or it may jerk a little intermittently. The fix for that problem is to
simply replace the speedometer cable, which involves unbolting it from the transmission,
disconnecting it from the instrument cluster, and then sliding it through the firewall. In many
cases, this also requires removing the instrument cluster itself. Most modern cars and trucks
use speed sensors instead of cables, and the transition started in the s. Some vehicles even
have both a speed sensor and a cable, in which case the cable usually drives the speedometer
while the speed sensor or wheel sensor tells the computer how fast the vehicle is moving. The
only way to know for sure what your car has is to either look up your make, model and year or
to physically inspect the back of the instrument cluster. If there is no cable attached to the back
of the cluster, then your vehicle has a speed sensor. In vehicles that have speed sensors, the
easiest way to determine whether the sensor or gauge is bad requires the presence of a cruise
control system. The reverse is also true, so if both your speedometer and cruise control are
malfunctioning, you can suspect a bad speed sensor or faulty wiring. In less common
circumstances, the electronic control unit ECU could also be malfunctioning. If you take your
car to a qualified technician, they will be able to connect to the ECU to read trouble codes and
other data. Using specialized testing equipment, they will also be able to actually test the speed
sensor itself. While many vehicles have gauges that show specific information about everything
from the state of the charging system to the temperature of the coolant, some cars and trucks
have warning lights. These warning lights are designed to illuminate when the input from a
sending unit or sensor falls outside the expected range. So instead of a needle telling you that

your coolant is degrees Fahrenheit, and in the red danger zone, a similarly red warning light will
blink on to inform you that the coolant is hotter than it should be. These lights, and others like
your check engine and ABS light , are designed to come on when you turn the ignition key to
the on position, which is referred to as a bulb test. If one or more of the lights fail to illuminate,
it usually just means that the bulbs are burned out. This type of problem is diagnosed the same
way as a gauge that doesn't work so you will have to check for power at the appropriate fuse
and verify that the instrument cluster ground is okay. If those things check out, then the
problem is usually a bad sending unit or wiring. Regardless of whether you're dealing with
gauges or lights, the basic troubleshooting process will always be determined by the number of
failures that happen at the same time. So if it's just one gauge or light that doesn't work, you'll
follow one basic procedure, and you'll follow another if everything stops working at once. When
all of the gauges or warning lights in your car stop working at once, the problem is something
that all of the gauges and lights share in common. When only one gauge or light stops working,
the problem is either a bad sensor or a bad gauge. When a speedometer with a physical cable
doesn't work, the problem is a broken cable or bad speedometer. One of these solutions should
solve your problem. Jeremy Laukkonen. Jeremy Laukkonen is tech writer and the creator of a
popular blog and video game startup. He also ghostwrites articles for numerous major trade
publications. Facebook Twitter LinkedIn. Updated on October 07, Christine Baker. Lifewire Tech
Review Board Member. Christine Baker is a marketing consultant with experience working for a
variety of clients. Her expertise includes social media, web development, and graphic design.
Article reviewed on Mar 25, Tweet Share Email. Was this page helpful? Thanks for letting us
know! Email Address Sign up There was an error. Please try again. You're in! Thanks for
signing up. There was an error. Tell us why! More from Lifewire. This will usually happen when
first started they just won't work then sometimes I'll be driving and they pop back on. Any
suggestions on were to start looking? RE: gauge cluster not working IP: Logged Message:
Having never had the guts to consider taking off my dash, it would appear as though there is
either a loose connection. Or it is possesed. If your Dakota is a Gen3, pop off the main dash
panel gently pull it off starting on the right. Once that is off, you'll want to remove the 8 screws
holding on the lens cover. Once the lens cover is off, press on the instrument cluster. If it
moves, tighten the 4 screws holding the cluster and then reattach everything. If this doesn't
work, then you'll need to bring your Dak to a shop where they can scan it. Chuck Robbins '99
Dakota Sport The instrement cluster will no work when I start the vehicle, but then after running
for about 15 minutes, it usually starts working again. I have also been having problems with my
airbag light coming on occasionally for the last few months. I'm curious, did you find out the
problem with you vehicle and was it a loose plug? I'll try pulling the dash as suggested. Thanks,
Melissa. Speedometer , tack or any other gage is not working but all the indicator lights come
on and stay on , I changed the bcm and no change. The speedometer is the only gauge not
working and all my warning lights come on. Any thoughts? RE: gauge cluster not working IP:
Logged Message: also i checked connectors in back of dash but only have power to two wires
nothing else. RE: gauge cluster not working IP: Logged Message: if speedometer is not working
its sensor or broken wire on sensor on top the rearend im havin cluster probs to if i figure it out
ill repost. Anyone have any thoughts on this? Cluster lights have been on and off for 4 years.
Installed new cluster switch same problem. They may pop on every month or so and go off a
few minutes later. Open to suggestions. Thanks, Gerald. RE: gauge cluster not working IP:
Logged Message: I have no power to the dash and all of the bus connectors are connected. RE:
gauge cluster not working IP: Logged Message: Check to see if wires are loose that are
connected to bolt to the left of emergency brake pedal. The problem is with a Dodge Dakota. It
all started after using the flashers. Post a reply to this message: Username Registration:
Optional All visitors are allowed to post messages Name:. Instrument cluster gauges suddenly
stopped working. Check Guage light is on. Battery gauge is pinned to the right, or high I guess.
Stereo cuts in and out. Truck still runs. Worried that if I drive it that it will fry something. Battery
is new, master computer was replaced about 8 months ago, truck just has ignition wire problem
that was fixed. Any ideas as to what this could be? Was this answer. If you give me specifics, I
can try to find diagrams. If you want an under the hood picture, it will be too basic and not
helpful. I wouldn't drive it like that. If you have a digital multimeter check the battery and
charging system. Any applicable codes? Wow I have the same exact problem. I replaced my
engine in my dodge and about a month or two later My gauges went out. I bought a new speed
sensor and installed it but it was no good. I then went to my friends shop he had a scanner and
he could not find anything wrong. Its been two yrs I still havent found the problem but when I
was my engine my gauges work for a little bit. Im sure it is a wire or something. I have no
gauges working no fuel to motor no lights on inside truck. The truck will start and run for a few
seconds then dies like it ran out of gas. I check the fuel pressure and theres none. I changed

computer, ignition switch, coil, just stumped by this. All fuses and relays seem good. Also if I
push brake in with the key on it the check engine light and another light comes on. Have tried to
hook odb2 scanner to it with it not recognizing the truck. Pulled all sensor plugs off one at a
time with no success. Clean battery terminal ends, battery to body and battery to engine
grounds. Kinda sounds like it's searching for a ground. Check fuse 10 with a test light to see if it
is ok it's a 40 ampere also fuse 7 also check your auto shutdown relay that may be the whole
problem all are in the pdc. I was involved in an accident and it crushed the front driver's side of
the truck. It basically only smashed the front headlight. I am in the process of replacing the front
clip. When I went to take the headlight assembly out I took all the bulbs out and tucked the
wires from the assembly inside the hole where the wires were coming out of right next to the
fuse box right inside the engine compartment. I did not have the battery disconnected I know
stupid of me. I then went around and noticed that the dome light inside the truck was off.
Everything inside the truck does not work besides the illumination around the gages and the
cigarette lighter. But none of the gages, radio, dome light, or the mirrors work. I've gone
through and checked all the fuses and they're all good. I am not sure if it might be an actual
relay or a wiring problem. Before all this happened, everything worked. There was no spark or
any short when I put the wires inside that I saw. Is there some way that I can check the relays?
All the relays that I saw on the panel diagram didn't say anything about the gages or any interior
components. There is one relay type thing inside the fuse box in the cab but I am not what it is
for. Any Suggestions? Please I need professional help on this one only. Hi: It sounds like you
have a problem. Since everything worked prior to you working in it, chances are you pulled
something and didn't realize it. My suggestion, without seeing the vehicle, is to follow all of the
wires that you were working with and make sure nothing is disconnected or broken. Next, did
you disconnect a body ground when removing the fender? That could be causing your problem
too. Finally, you need to find a wiring schematic for your vehicle and identify where the power is
coming from for the gauges, and follow it to see if there is a problem. Let me know what you
find. Joe Was this answer. Well I have a dodge dakota and the fuse box under the hood has a
fuse for interior stuff my blew and nothing worked on the inside so look at the fuses and that
may be the problem Was this answer. Truck was running fine went to restart gauges wont come
up spins over wont run Was this answer. This could just be a blown fuse. I have the following
diagnostics information, that I got for my Dakota when I was having a fuel gauge problem.
Hopefully it will help you. If the indicator lamps operate, but none of the gauges operate, go to
Step 2. If all of the gauges and the data bus message-controlled indicator lamps are inoperative,
go to Step 5. If OK, go to Step 3. If not OK, repair the shorted circuit or component as required
and replace the faulty fuse. Check for battery voltage at the IOD fuse in the junction block. If OK,
go to Step 4. If not OK, repair the open circuit as required. Disconnect and isolate the battery
negative cable. Remove the instrument cluster. Connect the battery negative cable. If OK, go to
Step 6. If OK, go to Step 7. If not OK, repair the open circuit to the ignition switch as required.
Turn the ignition switch to the Off position. Reinstall the instrument cluster. Turn the ignition
switch to the On position. Set the parking brake. The red brake warning lamp should light. If OK,
go to Step 8. If not OK, go to Step 9. Turn on the park lamps and adjust the panel lamps dimmer
rheostat to the full bright position. The cluster illumination lamps should light. If OK, go to Step
If not OK, repair the power ground circuit from the instrument cluster wire harness connector
connector A to ground as required. If not OK, repair the open circuit to the junction block fuse
as required. Check for continuity between the logic ground circuit cavity of the instrument
cluster wire harness connector connector A and a good ground. There should be continuity. If
not OK, repair the open circuit to ground as required. Please login or register to post a reply.
The Gas Tank Is Full. What Do You Think? He Then Put It Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
It's Free! Instrument cluster gauges suddenly stopped working. The gauges won't work and
when you turn the truck of it does a quick surge of the engine. Do you. Check body grounds,
check the wiring to the inst cluster, and check the body control module BCM lets check the
gauges fuse as well. This guide will help with the fuse locations in the diagrams below.
Example, check fuse 11, this supplies dash with power. Please run this test and get back to us.
Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. The dash instruments and all warning lights went out,
but all the fuses seem OK. This includes the spedometer, odometer LED , fuel, tach, charge,
idiot lights. But not the dash illuminating light, or the dash light that comes on when you turn on
the headlights. I cant seem to pin down the problem, and before ordering lots of stuff Like BCM I
would really like to see if I can definitively narrow it down. All other electrical things seem to
work, but the right blinker blinks fast even though the both front and rear bulbs are OK. All
other things in the car seem fine; even the lighter, internal lights, radio, fan, etc. It JUST seems
to be the dash. Anyone have any thoughts? Check fuse 11, this supplies dash with power. Let
me know what you find. Joe Was this answer. So, would that be the way to go? I could figure

out how to change it out myself. That is where I would start, but I don't like replacing parts
without knowing they are bad. I would hate to have you replace it and still have a problem. How
would one check it to see if it were still good without taking it to the dealer. There does not
seem to be a cheaper alternative; but I am sure that Im missing some important piece of
information. The instrument cluster does not work, the fuel, water temp, nothing I have checked
the cluster fuses and they are okay. Any suggestions? It sounds like the cluster is bad here is
the job being done on a similar car. Did you check for voltage, anywhere? Even if the fuses are
good, you still need to check voltage at the fuse circuit. Any applicable trouble codes? I dont
suppose that you know where exactly this thing is? From what I can gather, it is behind the fuse
box on the driver side kick panel, and also goes by the name CTM central timing module and
possibly ECM but Im not too sure about this one. Just to add, the instrument panel serves as
the command center for vehicle. Intermittantly happened twice so far once during the day, and
once at night. The Check Gauges light came on and I got the chime warning, and I noticed the
battery gauge needle had gone up to 18, all the way over to the right. When I stopped the truck
and turned off the engine and restarted, it went away. Second time it happened was at night and
I noticed that the interior lights, gauge lights and headlights were all slightly flickery. Driving
was not affected either time it happened. Any ideas what could cause this? Have the charging
system checked out- Was this answer. What do I look for when the check gauges light comes
on the voltage gauge goes minus and is not in the middle, truck is still running Was this answer.
If the volt gauge is low, that is why the light is on. Chances are the alternator is bad. Take the
truck to a nationally recognized parts store and have them check alt output. Most will do it for
free. Electrical problem Dodge Dakota 6 cyl Two Wheel Drive Automatic I have a 99 Dakota 2x4
that was running fine, until it was hit in the drivers fender. All the wiring looks good, and
nothing other than the fender and bumper look to be dammaged. The problem is when the
ignition key is inserted the light indicators illuminate on the dash, which is normal, but after the
vehicle starts they stay on. The analog gauges dont appear to work batt, fuel, temp. Etc they are
all off to the left. Any clue as to where to start troubleshooting? Thanx in advance. Mike Was
this answer. Chances are a scanner will not show these problems. I need you to start by
checking for body grounds that have been damaged, loose, or broken. I do remember a ground
not connected now that you mention it. Maybe thats it. I'll keep you posted. Any way to find a
under hood photo of this truck? There are some things not connected. Ie this small canister that
looks to have connections on it for hoses. Kinda looks like the old oil bath air cleaners, in
shape, but smaller and of course plastic. That sounds like the EVAP canister. Is it in the inner
fender area on the passanger side? The damage was to the driver side so I'm more inclined to
think it came from that side. I'd like to have under hood pic of this truck, so I can put things
back where they belong. Thanx again. And I'll be back. Please login or register to post a reply.
The Gas Tank Is Full. What Do You Think? He Then Put It Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question.
It's Free! Brother Perry. Can you point me to someone who can tell me why? Trip reset didn't
work. Battery disconnect didn't work. The instrument clusters are equipped with a self
diagnostic test feature to help identify electronic problems. Prior to any test, perform the
Self-Diagnostic Test. The self diagnostic system displays instrument cluster stored fault codes
in the odometer display, sweeps the gauges to the calibration points, and bulb checks the
warning indicators. When the key is in the ON position with the engine not running, the MIL will
remain illuminated for regulatory purposes. If a fault code is present, the cluster will display it in
the odometer display. This should reset most of the codes on your Dodge just remember that it
will also reset the codes on your radio:- ". Your answer was spot on!!! Thank you so very
much!! Never would have thought that holding the trip button in for several seconds would have
the vehicle go through a self diagnosis. I sat there in awe and watched it cycle through and
wallah the instrument panel speedometer and odometer started working again!!! Thank you,
Thank you, Thank you!!! You are a genius.. I called the dealership and they said it could be the
cluster.. I tried the first thing you said You saved me from a blood sucking dealership Show 11
more comments. I know this is an older post but I had just problems with my instrument cluster
in my Dodge grand caravan eL 3. No blinkers, no Od , no speedo, all dead, there was only
illumination with head lights on cluster was dimmable ,. Same symptoms as above after killing
my battery overnight. This is the simplest solution I've seen suggested and it worked indirectly
on my '01 caravan. After trying the " do this Clean the battery terminals and circuit connectors
when checking power circuits! I had the same problem as this, the hazard light fuse wasn't
blown and I had a good connection at the battery terminal. Replaced the cable and soldered it
into what was left of the connector, and I was back in business. A loose wire going directly to
the positive terminal is all mine was thank you for all the info everybody. All instruments inop,
tach water temp speedometer odometer turn signals rear brake lights seat belt and key in
ignition warning inop. Found the fuse marked hazard lights blown. That fixed it. Aaron Shuler.

My battery died and when I tried to jump it, the instrument panel and turn signals stopped
working. I had replaced the batteries, so I checked the battery cables and everything I could
think of. How in the world that made the speedometer, odometer, etc. Was in the middle of a 5
hrs road trip, tach, odm, gas gauge, brake lights, turn signals, and hazards all stopped working,
in the middle of the night. After reading this forum Put a new one in and all is right again.
Thanks for posting your fixes! Fernando Martin. I found the extra wire going to the positive
terminal on the battery came loose so I repositioned it and tightened it down and my dash
cluster came back on thank you everyone for your info it really helped. Joe Konczal jck
Wednesday, it wouldn't straighten out when I disconnected the battery, like it had before. I
checked the fuse box with the ignition off, and the accessory relay was clicking off and on.
When I remove the relay, the dash board is fine, but the radio and power windows don't work.
When I put it back, the problem comes back. At least we can drive it with the relay out. Actually,
it drove fine even when the instruments weren't working, but it's hard to select the right gear
and obey the speed limit. A new relay did not solve the problem. My guess, with some help from
a friend who is an expert Chrysler mechanic, is that the power cycling is confusing a computer
on the accessory circuit, maybe in the radio, and it is transmitting garbage that prevents the
instrument panel from knowing what to display. Tomorrow I plan to check the driver's window
switches, which stick sometimes. If that's not the cause, I might disconnect the radio, and
check whether I can find anything else on that circuit. Aneater Williams. Charley Dodd. Omg
someone please help me my husband took the battery out of my dodge van and when he put it
back in the dash gauges the turn signals and hazard lights don't work we pulled over he
unhooked battery and hooked back up and they worked then I turned on the turn signal and
they all went off and haven't worked sinceâ€¦ any ideas are appreciated I don't even no where to
start and have no idea what I'm doingâ€¦. HI, I too have a dodge grand caravan. Yesterday I went
to turn the hazard lights on, soon as i pushed the button the whole instrument cluster went out.
No turn signals, milage, gear indicator, tachometer, speedometer. I pulled the battery post off,
waited 10min, put it back on and this work for a little while until i hit the turn signal and it went
right back out. The cause of problem: bad connection under fuse box going to hazard circuit.
The connection plug pins had some corrosion on them. This allowed voltage to travel through
that circuit but not enough current. The solution: remove both battery post, remove battery,
un-clip fuse box, roll fuse box over into battery location, find plug thats under the location of
hazard fuse, remove clip and disconnect plug, remove pin guide on end of plug, clean female
connections on plug end, clean male pins on underside on fuse box, Reverse these steps to put
back together You're Done! Steven dodge dakota greendodge. I have a dodge dakota 3. The
instrument cluster is not working for it. I had replaced the cluster 4 different times. Contacted
the dodge dealership and made sure the cluster was the right part number i have. Which it is. I
had replaced the fuse for the cluster and cleaned the connections. I cleaned the fusebox under
the hood, i unhooked the battery for a half hour. The cluster is having power towards it due to
the fact that dash lights light up on it but it doesnt read the mileage. I was at the neighbors and
he hooked up his tech obd2 scanner to it to see whats wrong. Hes even stumped. All the
computers are saying the cluster isnt in and it is. May be limited to area living in as I'm in ohio.
Ruben Silva rsilvar. I fixed a bad wiring harness that connected to the transmission intake
sensor which fixed the problem of my caravan not shifting beyond 2nd gear. Well immediately
after that problem was solved the van started wanting to surge while at stop lights, it is also
bogging down when i push the excelarator pedal from a stop to go then takes off fine after 1 or
2 little bogs? Fix Your Stuff. Back Answers Index. Brother Perry Rep: 85 2 2. The lights and
meter gauges on my dash board does not come on when car starts. I have a Dodge Grand
Caravan View the answer I have this problem too Subscribed to new answers. Is this a good
question? Yes No. Voted Undo. Score 7. Many thanks. Saved a bundle. The All-New. The high
performance electronics repair kit. Chosen Soluti
range rover 2005
1997 firebird
car stereo relay
on. Was this answer helpful? Score Thank you so much! I did the soft reset and it worked
perfectly! Thanks for your help. That worked on my dodge neon. Score 6. Thank you Sir! Thank
you for pointing me in the right direction that ultimately solved my issue! Awesome tip!!!
Worked for me. Thank You!!! Score 5. Aaron Shuler Rep: 49 1. Score 4. Hazard fuse, saved me
pulling them one at a time - thank you. Replacing my hazard light fuse that fixed instrument
cluster problems thank you. Fernando Martin Rep: 25 1. Score 2. Joe Konczal jck61 Rep: 13 1.
Score 1. Aneater Williams Rep: 13 1. Charley Dodd Rep: 13 1. Easy said than done, but do your
best. Vince B Troubleshooter. Steven dodge dakota greendodge Rep: 13 1. I need help! Any

ideas!? Ruben Silva rsilvar Rep: 13 1. Bowers Rep: 1. Any thoughts on what problem is would
be greatly appreciated! Score 0. Pull fresh codes, but sounds like a mass air flow sensor
related. Add your answer Brother Perry will be eternally grateful. View Statistics:.

